Gilman Middle School
Summer Reading 2020
Sixth Grade
Incoming Sixth Grade students are required to read a total of six books. There are two
required titles which everyone must read—New Kid b
 y Jerry Craft and Insignificant
Events in the Life of a Cactus by Dusti Bowling. The other four books are free choice.
Below is a list of suggested books for students who are entering Sixth Grade. Students
are not limited to this list; other books by the same authors included on the list are
acceptable, as are books recommended by local librarians as appropriate to grade and
reading level. Please contact Middle School Librarian, Faith Ward, if you have any
questions.

Ali Cross

Finding Orion

Mañanaland

By: James Patterson

By: John David
Anderson

By: Pam Muñoz Ryan

When Ali's best friend
Gabe is reported
missing, Ali is
desperate to find him.
At the same time, a
string of burglaries
targets his
neighborhood---and
even his own house.
With his father on trial
for a crime he didn't
commit, it's up to Ali to
search for clues and
find his friend.

Rion Kwirk comes
from an odd family.
He is named after a
constellation and his
father makes
funky-flavored jelly
beans for a living.
When Rion and his
family learn of his
Papa Kwirk's death,
Rion can't help but
feel that that's not
the end of his story.

Twelve-year-old
Max, who loves the
legend Buelo tells
him about a mythical
gatekeeper who can
guide brave travelers
on a journey into
tomorrow, sets out on
a dangerous quest to
discover if he is true
of heart and what the
future holds.

Jabberwalking
By: Juan Felipe
Herrera

A former United
States Poet Laureate
shares secrets about
viewing the world
from a poet's
perspective,
explaining how
"jabberwalking"
poets draw
inspiration from
everything they
experience to express
themselves in
creative ways.

The Language of
Spells
By: Garret Weyr

Grisha the dragon is
born in the Black
Forest in 1803 and
while young was
trapped by the
emperor's sorcerer and
turned into a teapot.
One day he meets
Maggie, a poet's
daughter, and the two
of them set out to
discover what
happened to all the
other dragons.

Sauerkraut

By: Kelly Jones

HD Schenk is a
maker–an inventor,
someone who builds
cool stuff. He’s got a
plan for the summer:
he’ll build his own
computer and enter it
in the county fair. His
plans for the summer
go sideways when the
ghost of his great-great
grandmother demands
his attention.

Small Spaces

By: Catherine Arden

The Door at the
End of the
World
By: Caroline Carlson

After suffering a
tragic loss,
eleven-year-old Ollie
discovers a chilling
ghost story about a
girl named Beth and a
peculiar deal made
with "the smiling
man"--a sinister
specter who grants
your most tightly held
wish, but only for the
ultimate price.

96 Miles

By: J. L. Esplin

What begins as a
rather unremarkable
Tuesday quickly
turns to disaster
when Lucy, the
Gatekeeper's deputy,
discovers that her
boss has vanished
and the door
connecting Lucy's
world to the next
world over is
broken—and it all
might be Lucy's
fault.

The Vanderbeekers
of 141st Street
By: Karina Yan Gaser

Aru Shah and the
Song of Death
By: Roshani Chokshi

Hindu mythology
comes to life in
modern times as a
lonely 12-year-old girl
accidentally
unleashes a fearsome
demon. Bravery,
friendship, and
adventure, await.

Calling All
Minds:
How to Think
and Create Like
an Inventor

Efrén Divided

By: Ernesto Cisneros

Efrén Nava’s Amá is
his Superwoman. But
Efrén worries about his
parents; although he’s
American-born, his
parents are
undocumented. His
worst nightmare comes
true one day when
Amá doesn’t return
from work and is
deported across the
border to Tijuana,
México.

Scouts

The Only Road
By: Alexandra Diaz

Twelve-year-old
Jaime makes the
treacherous journey
from his home in
Guatemala to his older
brother in New
Mexico after his
cousin is murdered by
a drug cartel.

The Trail

The Hotel
Between

By: Sean Easley
Twelve-year-old
Cameron discovers a
magical hotel through
which, with the help of
new friend Nico, he
hopes to find his
long-lost father and help
for his twin sister Cass's
spina bifida.

The Night Diary

By: Shannon Greenland

By: Meika Hashimoto

By: Veera Hiranandani

An adventure story
about a group of friends
who set out to find a
crashed meteor, but
find mystery and
danger instead as their
close relationships
begin to fracture.

Toby and his friend
Lucas made a list of
things to do the
summer before they
entered middle
school, but now Lucas
is gone, and Toby sets
out to fulfill the
promise he made, to
finish the list by
hiking the trail.

Shy twelve-year-old
Nisha, forced to flee
her home with her
Hindu family during
the 1947 partition of
India, tries to find her
voice and make sense
of the world falling
apart around her by
writing to her
deceased Muslim
mother in the pages of
her diary.

By: Temple Grandin
During a massive
blackout in rural
Nevada, two brothers
struggle to survive
without their
self-reliance-obsessed
dad and without
enough water to cross
the desert for help.

Told that they will
have to move out of
their Harlem
brownstone just
after Christmas, the
five Vanderbeeker
children, ages four to
twelve, decide to
change their
reclusive landlord's
mind.

From
world-renowned
autism spokesperson,
scientist, and inventor
Temple Grandin—a
book of personal
stories, inventions,
and facts that will
blow young inventors'
minds and make
them soar.

A Long Pitch
Home

By: Thomas Lennon

By: Natalie Dias
Lorenzi

By: Wendy Mass

By: Amy King

Ronan Boyle
Bridge of
Riddles

Delsie loves
tracking the
weather, living
with her
grandmother, and
the support of
friends and
neighbors, but
misses having a
"regular family,"
especially after her
best friend
outgrows her.

Obe Devlin finds a
strange creature by
his creek that eats
plastic, and soon the
animal he calls
Marvin Gardens
becomes his
personal secret.

Ronan, fifteen, the
youngest and
lowliest recruit to
Ireland's secret
Garda, faces untold
danger from the wee
people while trying
to prove his
imprisoned parents
were framed.

When Bilal's family
suddenly moves to
America, his father
stays in Pakistan, and
Bilal embraces
baseball, an
unexpected friend, and
a new language. But
this new way of life
does not feel so special
without Baba—will he
ever get to America to
see Bilal pitch a game?

Joss is the seventh son of
the Supreme Overlord of
the Universe. His older
brothers help his dad rule
the cosmos, but all Joss
gets to do is deliver pies.
That's right: pies. Of
course, these pies
actually hold the secrets
of the universe.

Twelve-year-old
Marcel loves riding
his bicycle, and
dreams of
competing in the
Tour de France, but
it is 1942 and
German soldiers are
everywhere,
stopping him as he
delivers bread from
his parents' bakery
around Aucoin.

Chester and
Gus

An Eagle in
the Snow

Wing and Claw
(Trilogy)

Last of the
Name

Shouting at
the Rain

By: Lynda Mullaly
Hunt

By: Cammie
McGovern

Chester hopes to
follow in his
mother's paw
prints and become
a service dog, but
when a family with
an autistic son
adopts him, it's not
exactly what
Chester imagined,
but he'll do
whatever he can to
prove he's the right
dog for the job.

Me and
Marvin
Gardens

By: Michael
Morpurgo

In 1940 England, stuck
in a train tunnel while
German fighter jets fly
overhead, Barney
hears a story of a
decorated World War I
soldier who once had a
chance to kill young
Adolf Hitler.

Ghost Squad

By: Claribel Ortega

The Fork, the
Witch, and the
Worm

By: Christopher Paolini
Shortly before
Halloween, Lucely
and her best friend,
Syd, cast a spell that
accidentally
awakens malicious
spirits. Together,
they must join forces
with Syd's witch
grandmother and her
cat to fight the
haunting and save
the town before it's
too late.

It's been a year since
Eragon departed
Alagaesia in search of
the perfect home to
train a new generation
of Dragon Riders. Now
he is struggling with
an endless sea of
tasks.

Pi in the Sky

The Bicycle
Spy
By: Yona Zeldis
McDonough

By: Linda Sue Park

By: Rosanna Parry

A captivating
fantasy-adventure about
a boy, a bat, and an
amazing transformation.
The first book in an
enchanting trilogy, Forest
of Wonders richly
explores the links
between magic and
botany, family and duty,
environment and home.

Twelve-year-old
Danny and his
sister Kathleen
leave Ireland to
start a new life in
New York City.
With the threat of
starvation, disease,
violence, and
racism on every
corner, life in 1863
New York City is
scarcely better for
two orphans trying
to find their way in
the world.

The Someday
Birds
By: Sally Pla

Charlie, twelve, who
has autism and
obsessive compulsive
disorder, must endure
a cross-country trip
with his siblings and
a strange babysitter to
visit their father, who
will undergo brain
surgery.

Zora and Me:
The Cursed
Ground
By: T.R. Simon

An extraordinary, richly
imagined coming-of-age
story about a young Zora
Neale Hurston, the long,
cruel reach of slavery,
and the power of
community.

Middle School
Adventures

Village of
Scoundrels

Poems to Live
Your Life By

The Oddmire,
Book 1:
Changeling

The Blackthorn
Key (Series)
By: Kevin Sands

By: Jason Platt

By: Margi Preus

By: Chris Riddell

When disaster strikes
and Newell finds
himself on track to
summer school, he's
given one last minute
option to get out of
it--participating in the
upcoming Talent
Show.

Based on the true
story of the
French villagers
in WWII who
saved thousands
of Jews, this novel
tells how a group
of young
teenagers stood up
for what is right.

A gorgeously
illustrated collection of
poems for every walk
of life.

The first book in an
action-packed fantasy
adventure series
featuring one human
and one a goblin
changeling—on a
life-changing quest
into the Oddmire.

Following a series of
murders, an
apothecary’s
apprentice must solve
puzzles and decipher
codes in pursuit of a
secret that could
destroy the world.

Sink or Swim: A
Novel of WWII

Bronze and
Sunflower

Nightbooks

Escape from
Aleppo
By: N.H. Senzai

After Nadia is
separated from her
family, she spends the
next four days
navigating the
checkpoints and
snipers of the rebel,
ISIS, and Syrian
armies.

Clean Getaway
By: Nic Stone

Taking a roadtrip
with his
grandmother, an
eleven-year-old boy
discovers that the
world hasn't always
been a welcoming
place for kids like
him, and things
aren't always what
they seem--his G'ma
included.

By: William Ritter

By: Steve Watkins

By: Cao Wenxuan

Twelve-year old
Colton steals his
brother’s enlistment
papers and joins the
Navy to fight German
U-boats during World
War II.

Taken in by a poor
family after the death
of her father,
Sunflower bonds with
the family's only child,
Bronze, who has not
spoken since being
traumatized by a
terrible fire.

By: J.A. White

A boy is imprisoned by
a witch and must tell
her a new scary story
each night to stay
alive.

